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Security of
your assets,
the hard
choice...
You may have heard that the best way to secure
your crypto assets is in a 'Hardware Wallet', which
we also believe to be true. So, without further ado,
let's list some of the most popular consumer
choices.
Nat Cole

#1

Ledger Nano S or X
Ledger is among the most trusted of crypto hardware wallet
companies.
The most popular of their products are the Ledger Nano S and
Ledger Nano X. The latter supporting Bluetooth connection and
also expanding on the earlier manufactured Nano S.
Ledger is also one of the oldest crypto hardware wallets, with the
company launching in 2014.
Ledger comes highly recommended in the hardware wallet ranks!

Click here to go to the Ledger website >

#2

Trezor
Trezor, is again one of the most used and respected crypto
hardware wallet manufacturers.
Their signature wallets include the Trezor One and Trezor T, the
latter featuring a full colour screen and the inclusion of native
support for more currencies than it's little brother. However, the
Trezor One is described as the Gold Standard of crypto hardware
wallet devices.
You can check out both Trezor models using the link below.

Click here to check out Trezor now >

#3

SafePal
Although this is the youngest company in this list, SafPal has
certainly gone leaps and bounds into creating an easy to use,
stylish crypto wallet.
In our opinion SafePal is a very good wallet solution for starters and
is packed with DeFi enabled features as well as being a secure
choice of hardware wallet.
Currently (2021), SafePal have launched with just one version of
their wallet, the SafePal S1.
Check out the SafePal wallet below.

Click here to go to the SafePal website >

#4

KeepKey
Joining the rst two participants of our list ,in similar age, is the
KeepKey hardware wallet.
Keepkey is marketed as being the "simple" Bitcoin wallet and
although holding less types of cryptocurrencies than the others on
this list, the wallet has two very unique feature for newcomers:

Large display interface
Commission free trading via Shapeshift,io

If you're looking for simple and not interested in other features, the
KeepKey may be the one for you.

Click here to check out KeepKey >

#5

Ballet
Although being different from the others on this list, in terms of not
being a USB device. The Ballet wallet is something that we tested
during its beta.
Ballet borrows from the Paper Wallet concept, with a slight
twist...they're made from various types of metal, from solid steel to
24k gold!
According to Ballet.."By intention, Ballet cryptocurrency wallets
were designed to be without any computer chips or electronics
circuitry. Computer chips and electronics circuitry present a vector
for electronic or online hacking..." Check them out below.

Click here to check out Ballet Wallet >
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